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• Joint Enterprise – R v Jogee. Listed 27th October 2015.
http://www.iclr.co.uk/news-events/supreme-court-applications/
• Human Trafficking – Mary Jane Veloso.
http://www.news.com.au/lifestyle/real-life/saving-mary-jane-death-rowmothers-last-minute-rescue-was-thanks-to-darwin-lawyer/storyfnq2o7dd-1227432389443 .
• Cyber Rights – Microsoft case.
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0267364915000874
• Costs – Henderson. http://ukhumanrightsblog.com/2015/01/28/acquitteddefendants-costs-regime-not-incompatible-with-echr/
• FGM – health and criminal law.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5rZwJLcX8us&feature=youtu.be
• Rape – global uniformity – IBA survey launched October 2015.

Criminal Law - topics
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• Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR).
• International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR).
• International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights
(ICESCR).
• UN Convention on the Rights of the Child & The Optional Protocol
on the Sale of Children, Child Prostitution and Child [Pornography]
• Convention on Cybercrime of the Council of Europe.
• Convention on preventing and combating violence against women
and domestic violence.
• ECHR & Charter of Fundamental Rights.
• Victim directive.
• Road map for vulnerable suspects.
• Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination
against Women (CEDAW).

More than the ECHR
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• The law on complicity has incorrectly changed to a fault test of foresight which
over-criminalises secondary parties (joint enterprise).
• “Joint enterprise” (parasitic accessorial liability) is flawed as it has insufficient
foundation in legal principle or policy terms.
• Parasitic accessorial liability is contrary to the common law principle of legality
and Article 7 ECHR. The law must have legal effect at the point that the
individual chooses to take part or not in what they recognise as a matter of
certainty will happen thus having a clear opportunity to withdraw and a
circumstance upon which a jury can reliably conclude that continuance is
agreement with the enterprise and withdrawal is not. To achieve this, the legal test
for must be subjective. Professor Glanville Williams has explained the principle
of legality as an aspect of the Diceyan conception of the rule of law: “The citizen
must be able to ascertain beforehand how he stands with regard to the criminal
law; otherwise to punish him for breach for breach of that law is purposeless
cruelty.” Lord Bingham stated in R v Rimmington that the principles arising from
the common law are “entirely consistent” with Article 7 ECHR.

Be Independent Minded –
Joint enterprise
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• The underlying reasoning is that it is not just to regard S as
secondarily liable for P’s offence of either murder or manslaughter
where S did not know of the essential matters pertaining to that
homicide offence.
• Is there no case to answer as a principal or an accessory on the
evidence? What offence is the conduct parasitic upon?
• Parasitic accessorial liability has no proper foundation in law or
policy and should be removed.
• Proper legal foundation is in basic accessorial liability and common
purpose – knowledge (fact and mens rea of P) and intention of S.
• The conflation of contemplation (of a possibility) with authorisation
is the critical flaw. Authorisation is central to the justification for
joint enterprise and the current law does not require the prosecution
to prove a mental state that evidences authorisation.
• A number of routes are proposed to solve the injustice – all
demonstrate that juries are not properly directed.

Underlying Reasoning.
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• This appeal requires a return to the very notion of justice,
the overriding objective. If there are to be wise and just
decisions they must be reached by plausible reasoning so
that the result can be critically analysed as a just outcome.
That is the state’s burden in criminal law and that is not
achieved in the current formulation of parasitic
accessorial liability
J. P. McBaine, Burden of Proof: Degrees of Belief, 32 Cal L
Rev 242 (1944). Available at:
http://scholarship.law.berkeley.edu/californialawreview/vol
32/iss3/2

First principles
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• The plight of Mary Jane Veloso who faced the death penalty in
Indonesia exposes the need to treat some alleged criminals as
human trafficked victims.
• It took 20 days to reprieve Mary Jane: 7th April 2015 NUPL
came on board. We made contact on the 9th and the rest is
history
• How many other victims of human trafficking are in prison
and where?
• ‘Trafficked Persons have been victims of one or more serious
criminal offences. States have obligations to assist such
persons, and not treat them as criminals.’
[Office of the Special Representative and Co-ordinator for Combating Trafficking in
Human Beings (2013)]

MJV and other victims.
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• Modern Slavery Act 2015 creates a defence for slavery or
trafficking victims who commit an offence.
• EU Directive 2012/29/EU which establishes minimum
standards on the rights, support and protection of victims
of crime and
• Directive 2011/36/EU of the European Parliament and of
the Council of 5 April 2011 on preventing and combating
trafficking in human beings.
• Istanbul Convention

Victims v criminals
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Indonesian law on protecting victims since 2007.
Failures to investigate?
Rantzev – credible evidence.
2015 Modern Slavery Act – is the UK really leading the fight?
Istanbul / Women in prison.
FGM – crime prevention.
G20 gender equality targets.
JR / Abuse of process - R v N; R v LE, [2012] EWCA Crim
189 – powerful tool.

Globalisation –
Trafficking & FGM
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• International - Bangalore
• Transnational - Uniformity

Modern Approach –cyber
rights, rape & costs
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• The question that arises here is whether, perhaps unwittingly,
the Magistrate in the Microsoft case, exposed a modern
approach to legislative interpretation based on community
needs and not individual sovereignty.
• This in turn gives rise to examination of Parliamentary
Sovereignty in the context of a global community. The court
here was required to balance essential rights to a fair trial.
Without the necessary evidence, held by an organisation that
operates in more than one State, the litigation would be
compromised. At the same time, the issues engaged rights to
privacy. These are not merely questions for the US
Constitution or the equivalent Irish instruments but for the
international community. The internet is global, and so there is
an argument that courts must take a global approach in
deciding the operation of domestic legislation.

Microsoft
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• [T]here is a growing tendency for national courts to have
regard to these international norms for the purpose of deciding
cases where the domestic law -- whether constitutional, statute
or common law -- is uncertain or incomplete (Bangalore
Principles No 4)
• It is within the proper nature of the judicial process and wellestablished judicial functions for national courts to have regard
to international obligations which a country undertakes -whether or not they have been incorporated into domestic law - for the purpose of removing ambiguity or uncertainty from
national constitutions, legislation or common law (Bangalore
Principles No 4)

Bangalore
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• “The IBA is proud to contribute to an important new
project regarding sexual violence. Equality Now and the
Guardian newspaper have joined forces to compile a
database with information relating to rape laws around
the world. The survey includes the following questions:
‘Is rape in marriage against the law?’ and ‘Does the law
forgive rape if the perpetrator marries the victim?’
Verified information will be included in a report”
• Presented at the IBA conference in Vienna in Oct 2015.

Uniformity
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Common law legality and fairness.
Court gumption.
Costs v pro bono.

What next?
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• Professional Board Member The Computer Law &
Security Review (Elsevier)(CLSR).
• Associate Editor and Reviewer: International Journal of
Legal Scholarship (ILS).
• Posting these slides www.felicitygerry.com
• Newsletter sign up www.felicitygerry.com

Thank you
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